Moving a Pentagram
The next form you will do is a five pointed star, or pentagram. This is a beautiful form that embodies
that archetype of the human being. We carry the signature of the pentagram in our body geometry.
First step: Finding the star in your body
Begin by feeling the star within yourself. Stand straight, with your legs together, and prepare to draw
an imaginary star through your body. Start by imagining a point of
Head
light in your head, and then let a line of light travel downward to your
right foot. Take a small step to the right. Next, visualize a line of light
rise to your right arm and lift it out to the side, holding it a bit lower
than
your heart. The third line travels straight across to your left arm.
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Arm
Hold it out to the side. Now let the fourth line sink to your left foot,
Arm
and step to the side. The fifth and final line rises back to your head,
where you began.
There are a few more things to notice with this star. Note that
the position of the arms is at about the height of the heart. Also,
Right
Left
the hands need to be placed wider than the feet, so that the star
leg
leg
will be symmetrical.
P
Practice moving this star in standing until it becomes
second nature to you. It has tremendous therapeutic value to imprint this shape into your mind and body.
Second Step: Moving the five directions of the star in space
The exercise of creating the standing star teaches you to feel the star in space vertically, from your
head to your feet. The next step is to imagine the star in another plane.
Picture the shape of the star in horizontal space, spread out in the room in front of you.
The place you begin, your home position, is the head of your star. The horizontal star “floats” before
you. See it there, not on the ground, but hovering in space at your heart level
The star could be any size, but for now imagine that the distance from point to point can be walked
with three steps. Remember to face forwards the whole time.
Move from the head to the right foot. (forwards, diagonal right).
1
Move from the right foot diagonally back to the left arm (backwards,
diagonally left).
way
Move from the left arm straight across to the right arm (straight to
the right).
Move from the right arm diagonally forward to the left foot
2
(diagonally forward to the right).
way
Move from the left foot backwards to the head, returning to the spot
you started (diagonally backwards to the left).
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Everybody discovers a host of things they can practice with this.
First of all, were you really able to be geometrically accurate? Is
your star symmetrical, or do your over exaggerate some lines? Did you
return to the same place you started?
Then emphasize how you need to face forward the whole time.
Practice feeling the different points on your body that lead in the different
diagonals. Imagine the whole star superimposed on your shoulder girdle,
and discover where the five points are that will lead you.
Now of course you will have discovered how you have to practice
crossing your feet well. (Remember, the foot that crosses will always go in
front.)
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After you have learned how to do the star with 3 steps, practice doing it with 5 steps. Then go ahead
and practice any number of steps, always striving for geometric accuracy.
Finally, you can also do the star with only one step, moving with beautiful intimacy and internalizing
your experience.
“I walk through meadows
Amongst the flowers.
Their radiant forms remind me
Of my far-distant home
In the stars.”
P
As you practice these shapes, inventively vary the size of your forms and the speed you walk.
Add the practice of walking triangles, six-pointed stars and pentagrams to
Remember to hold your paper
your daily practice, and improve your confidence and orientation in space as you
so the P is at the top of the page
connect with the health-bringing archetype of the human being, namely, the star.
and you can walk towards the
P. This may mean that you
need to turn the paper around.

The Journal Box
Isn’t it a miracle that the sacred human form shows its kinship to the stars in its form?
Write a poem or an essay about the human being as a star in your journal.
How did it feel to develop this shape in space, following your heart through the star?
Could you feel enlivened by becoming ever more flexible in your feeling of space, so you could lead in all
directions with agility and grace?
Share your journal with the online community at eurythmyonline.com
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